Semantic aspects of novelty detection in humans.
The ability to detect unusual and novel events is an important prerequisite for storage of information in memory. Non-tonal novel sounds that deviate from an ongoing auditory environment elicit a positive event-related potential (ERP) component, the so-called novel P3. Though there is converging evidence on the neuronal network engaged in novelty detection, little attention has been paid to the properties of novel sounds, such as their typicality or relationship to mental concepts. Here we report the ERPs evoked by two types of generically novel stimuli, namely identifiable (meaningful) and non-identifiable (non-meaningful) novel sounds. The ERP analysis revealed a novel P3 for both types of sounds. However, when subjects actively attended to the stimuli only identifiable novel sounds evoked a right-lateralized negativity (N4) that peaked shortly after the novel P3. We conclude that novelty detection not only includes the registration of deviancy but also fast access and identification of related semantic concepts.